The sound started on Saturday. It was swimming lessons
at midday. Shortly after we returned, we heard it for the
first time. To be honest, it wasn’t really ‘extraordinary’ in
any way, apart from the fact it was coming from our
shed and that the shed was glowing green.

Prompts
1. Use passive voice.
2. Use a repetition of a word or phrase.
3. Open with a modal verb.
4. Use a semi-colon.
5. Describe the rock in detail.
6. Use at least one rhetorical question.
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DADWAVERS Openers
Description- A visible entrance hatch opened onto the field, and from where they stood they could make out figures
sat inside the domed top of the craft.
Action- They were slowly being dragged in; it was some kind of portal!
Dialogue- ‘I’m pretty sure that isn’t John’s dad!’ whispered Jake, aggressively pointing at the strange, glowing figure
stood in the doorway of the garage.
Where- Beyond the asteroid belt, in a far-off corner of the galaxy, their home planet had been caught up in a violent
interstellar battle.
Adverb- Peculiarly, the specimen they had obtained was getting bigger.
Verb- Nodding slowly, and with great sadness etched across his face, he began to explain how they’d used the last
escape pod and had set the co-ordinates for as far away as the fuel would take them.
Estimation of time- Within seconds, the hatch was open and the strangest figure appeared in the opening.
Rhetorical Question- What was the strangely glowing rock?
Simile/Metaphor – They neared the capsule and proceeded to prod it, like children waking a sleeping dog.
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